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Make this book as favorite book to check out currently. There is no better publication with the same topic as
this. You can see exactly how the words that are created are actually suitable to urge your condition to earn
much better. Now, you could likewise feel that the important things of Like A River: A Civil War Novel By
Kathy Cannon Wiechman are extended not only for making great possibilities for the visitors however
additionally give good environment for the result of what to create.

From School Library Journal
Gr 5–8—Three years have passed since the beginning of the Civil War, when two underage teens, West
Virginian Paul Settles and Ohioan Leander Jordan, both with secrets to guard, enlist in the Union Army.
Their paths cross in a military hospital, where their mysteries begin to unravel, but the plot takes them in
separate directions. Wiechman's debut novel details the pecking order of the Army camps, the grim hospitals,
and survival in the prison. The plot is presented in short chapters, with an array of compassionate characters.
American waterways comprise settings, as well as the motif for the theme of change: ("'Like a river,' Polly
said. 'My pap al'ys said folks is like rivers, ever a-changin' and ever a-changin' others.'") The rich language
and artful imagery will stay with readers long after finishing the last page. Well-researched details of
Andersonville Prison and the Sultana Explosion are supported by an author's note with photos and a
bibliography. This joins other great middle grade novels about the Civil War including Soldier's Heart by
Gary Paulson (Delacorte, 1998), The Mostly True Adventure of Homer P. Figg by Rodman Philbrick
(Scholastic, 2009), and the YA novel A Soldier's Secret: The Incredible True Story of Sarah Edmonds by
Marissa Moss (Abrams, 2012). A truly excellent first purchase for all fans of historical fiction who enjoy a
hint of romance.—Sharon M. Lawler, formerly of Randolph Elementary, Randolph AFB, TX
Review
“Wiechman delivers a realistic portrayal of the gritty details of prison camp conditions as Paul witnesses
many soldiers succumb to infected wounds, disease, and malnutrition… the book has strong merit as
accurate historical fiction.” – Publishers Weekly
“The rich language and artful imagery will stay with readers long after finishing the last page… This joins
other great middle grade novels about the Civil War… A truly excellent first purchase for all fans of
historical fiction who enjoy a hint of romance.” – School Library Journal
“Wiechman's abundant research is unobtrusively folded into the tale. An excellent author's note provides
further information about the times. Though the horrors of Andersonville and various Civil War-era events
such as the Battle of Atlanta, Lincoln's assassination and the explosion of the steamboat Sultana provide
wartime context, it's the secrets woven into the well-paced tale that will pull readers eagerly to the tearful
conclusion. A superb Civil War tale of friendship, loyalty and what it means to be a man.” – Kirkus Reviews,
starred review

About the Author
Kathy Canon Wiechman traveled to Ohio, West Virginia, Georgia (the site of Andersonville Prison),
Virginia, Tennessee, and Mississippi to research and write Like a River. She also attended several Civil War
reenactments and learned to load
and fire a muzzleloader. This is her debut novel. She lives in Cincinnati with her family not far from the
Ohio River.
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Will reviewing habit influence your life? Lots of say yes. Reading is a great behavior; you can create this
practice to be such fascinating way. Yeah, checking out behavior will not only make you have any kind of
favorite task. It will certainly be among advice of your life. When analysis has actually come to be a
behavior, you will not make it as troubling tasks or as dull activity. You could gain numerous advantages and
also values of analysis.
The Like A River: A Civil War Novel By Kathy Cannon Wiechman is guide that we now suggest. This is not
kind of big book. But, this book will certainly aid you to get to the big idea. When you pertain to read this
book, you could obtain the soft file of it and also save it in some numerous gadgets. Of course, it will
certainly rely on what tool that you possess and also do. For this situation, the book is advised to save in
laptop computer, computer, or in the device.
Te book is advised due to some features as well as reasons. If you have read about the writer of Like A
River: A Civil War Novel By Kathy Cannon Wiechman, you will be so sure that this book is very correct for
you reading this publication suggests you can obtain some expertise from this great author. When you read it
regularly as well as completely, you can truly discover why this publication is advised. But, when you just
wish to finish reviewing it without comprehending the significance, it will suggest nothing.
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